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China ODM Two mode mix 48w 24w nail led lamp new 

product 2021 

Professional 24wX48w exchange power UV lamp. It has 3 colors and available for ODM 
colorful ones as you need. The lamp 45s/90s/120s timer to cure different kinds of nail 
gels,cat’s eye gel,extension gel,UV gel curing very fast and no pain,harmless.Unlike 
normal ones it’s fast drying time is under 10s with high power and soft dual light source 
mix with LED/UV. We are a nail lamps manufacturer and support all kinds of OEM 
service. The incredibly abundant projects administration experiences and 1 to one 
provider model make the superior importance of small business communication and our 
easy understanding of your expectations for Quotes for China New High-Power LED Nail 
Lamp Smart Sensor Quick Drying Nail led Lamp, Teamwork is encouraged at all levels 
with regular campaigns. Our research crew experiments on various developments inside 
the industry for improvement in the merchandise. Quotes for China nail led Lamp and 
Manicure Quick Dry Lamp price, Now we have been perfectly devoted to the design, 
R&D, manufacture, sale and service of hair solutions during 10 years of development. 
We've introduced and are making full use of internationally advanced technology and 
equipment, with advantages of skilled workers. "Dedicated to providing reliable customer 
service" is our aim. We've been sincerely looking forward to establishing business 
relationships with friends from at home and abroad. 

Parts instruction 
1.Pressing button M can choose 24W/48W 

2.Pressing button T can choose 45s/90s/120s 
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3.Adapter connection 

Packing list 
1.UV lamp main 

2.DC adapter 

3.instruction 
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1. Direction For USE of Two mode mix 48w 24w nail led 

lamp new product 2021 

1.Connect DC power adapter 

2.Manually select the time button T, the machine starts, the start time is 45S, again when 
the T key, time in order to switch between 45S/90S/120S, the corresponding prompt light 
will rise, and can also direct the machine through the infrared induction machine. 

3.Button M,24w/48w switch function key. Machine start up default 48W. Put your hands 
in the machine without setting timer, 

4. Infrared induction will start the machine with a maximum working time of 120s. 
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2. Product Parameter (Specification) of Two mode mix 

48w 24w nail led lamp new product 2021 

30W Nail lamp 

wavelength 
365+405nm Manufacturer 

Atocnail industry 

co.,limited 

Sale type Wholesale large a lot ODM Yes 
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dryer lamp Customization 

 

3. Use manual and Application of Two mode mix 48w 24w 

nail led lamp new product 2021 

1.Upgraded Rechargeable-This gel nail lamp with 48w max power, and smart control 
temperature won’t get heat and explode. 

2.Dry faster -You can make the nail light 24w or 48 watts to dry your gel nails faster. 

3.Hand sensor -When detecting your hand in the uv led lamps for gel nails,it will start 
working automatically. 

4.Protect eyes -Curved and half-closed design, will protect your eyes from harsh glare. 
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5. Timer setting -Nail dryer with 4 timers,you can set the timer at 10s, 30s, 60s or 99s to 
cure your gel nails. 

 

Advantages 

1.Significantly reduces the likelihood of damaging your eyes and skin. Advanced Red 
LIGHT LED LAMPS will not stimulate your eyes and sunburn your hand skin. A full range 
of perfect care for your beauty is our everlasting mission. 

2.Infrared sensor can keen sense your hand moving to turn on/off the lights automatically 
and timely. Touch the grooves, keep your hand, enjoy the process. Remove the tray, 
clean it if necessary. 

3.Fashion design not only make you fall in love with it, but also an excellent gift to your 
friends. It's high-end, beautiful and practical, everyone will love it. 

Product name 24w+48w nail led lamp 
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Leds 30 bulbs 

Wired or wireless Wired with DC power adapter 

Life time Around 50000h 

Atocnail part number ATC-UV3 

Color Pink,Silver,White,Blue 

Output 100-240V AC 50/60HZ 1A 5v2a dc 

Product size 200*152*100mm 
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4. Product Details of Two mode mix 48w 24w nail led lamp 

new product 2021 

Wholesaler: Atocnail industry. UV serials 

Manufacturer: Own 
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5. Product Qualification of Two mode mix 48w 24w nail led 

lamp new product 2021 

We wholesale gel dryer lamp to a lot of countries and also in mainland that every stuff 
working well except very few of them ‘cause it is an electronic product. Our buyers are 
famous nail art companies,stores and amazon sellers and feedback of return is under 
0.2% on this item. We will guarantee replacement for defected stuff and provide 1 year 
warranty 
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6. Deliver,Shipping And Serving of Two mode mix 48w 24w 

nail led lamp new product 2021 

Delivery: By Air(New product) 

Deliver time: Based on quantity,3-30 days 

Price item: FOB/CIF 

7. FAQ of Two mode mix 48w 24w nail led lamp new 

product 2021 

Is this nail dryer real UV light? 
Yes, It is dual light UV LED which is safe and protect your eyes and hands from tradition 
lamps. 

Can you give me a deliver time if i buy few thousands pcs? 
If the curing dryer need to be customized it will spend longer like 7-15 days, and deliver 
quick if without special logo/color demands. 
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